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A Note on Aladur, Alator and Arthur
The following lines open the Book of Taliesin poem Kadeir Teyrnon:
areith awdyl eglur
awen tra messur
am gwr dewr awdur
o echen aladur
A brief and clear poetic composition,
poetic inspiration beyond measure,
concerning a valiant warrior, a protector,
from the tribe/family/lineage of Aladur.1
The poem as a whole is obscure and garbled. Haycock has translated
portions of it in her study of Taliesin’s questions 2 but there is no
satisfactory published treatment of the whole. The first part of the poem
continues the description of the hero depicted in lines 3-4 down to line 14,
at which point it breaks off and appears to name three men: Teyrnon,
Arthur, and (perhaps) Heilyn. This note is primarily concerned with this
initial portion of the text – most especially the fourth line o echen aladur –
and the question of who are both this Aladur and the subject of the poem,
the hero ‘from the family of Aladur’.
That aladur is not in need of emendation and most likely represents a
genuine Welsh personal name was established by D. Ellis Evans, who noted
in support of this the place-names Coedladur and Nant Ladur.3 So, whence
Aladur? One good possibility, it can be argued, is that our Aladur may, in
fact, derive from the attested Romano-British theonym (Mars) Alator.4 This,
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itself, is an intriguing name. Though the first part of Alator is generally
agreed to be of native derivation, the ending would look to be perhaps a
Latin loan (-or or -ator). If, as a mixed British-Latin name, it was taken up via
the oblique Alatōrem (as Welsh Uuithur, Gwythur from Uictōrem, henadur from
senatōrem, creadur from creatōrem) then the regular result of this would be
Welsh Aladur.5
The nature of this divine Mars Alator is not entirely clear, with the name
being variously interpreted as meaning ‘the hunter’ or ‘the nourisher’. 6
However, the equation through the Interpretatio Romana with the Roman god
Mars suggests that he was considered in some ways a war-god. This
equation may be more significant than might be assumed. As Olmsted has
argued, it could well be a mistake to believe that each attested divine name
signifies a new god and that, consequently, there were few or no widely
venerated ‘Celtic’ gods: ‘in the case of Gaul and the British Isles, the
evidence shows that we are dealing with different names applied to the same
deity.’7 Indeed, Olmsted has made a convincing case for recognizing a
genuine ‘pantheon’, made up of widely known divinities with multiple local
manifestations, as is found in Greece, with a pan-Celtic divinity he terms
Vellaunos-Esus lying behind those British inscriptions in which Mars is
combined with a by-name of native derivation. As such, Mars Alator ought
to be seen as not simply a British deity who has been equated with the
Roman war-god, but rather a by-name and manifestation of the main
martial and protective divinity of the reconstructed pantheon. 8
The above interpretation of Aladur and Mars Alator helps elucidate the
fourth line of Kadeir Teyrnon – in this context the statement that the hero
was ‘of the family of Aladur’ appears as an appropriate means of praising
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the valorous subject of the poem, with Aladur as a name that presumably
retained strong martial associations. One might cite as a comparable usage
the claim in Marwnad Cynddylan that Cynddylan and his brothers were
canawon artur fras, ‘welps (children) of great Arthur’.9 If this interpretation of
o echen aladur is accepted, the question then becomes: who is being so praised
in line 3-14? The easiest answer is to look to the title of the piece, Kadeir
Teyrnon, ‘The chair of Teyrnon’. Certainly a teyrnon also seems to be named
in line 15, at the end of the description of the subject. Nonetheless, in both
cases we might read the common noun teyrnon, ‘a prince’, rather than the
personal name Teyrnon.10 If so, then the description and praise may, in fact,
run on until line 16, with heilyn probably being descriptive too, rather than a
proper name.11 As such, the identity of the subject of the poem is open to
doubt. Given this, it is suggested below that there may be a better
identification for the subject than any Teyrnon – Arthur – with this
proposition being supported by evidence both from within and without the
poem.
Arthur is explicitly mentioned in Kadeir Teyrnon in lines 17-22,
immediately after teyrnon and heilyn are found:
The third profound [song] of the sage
[is] to bless Arthur,
Arthur the blest,
with harmonious art:
the defender in battle,
the trampler on nine [enemies].12
This extended reference would seem to make Arthur a significant
element in the first part of the poem – indeed, he is named immediately
after (or almost so, depending on interpretation) the main descriptive
I follow here the emendation suggested by Ifor Williams, Canu Llywarch Hen
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Roberts, ‘Introduction’ in The Arthur of the Welsh. The Arthurian Legend in Medieval
Welsh Literature (Cardiff, 1991), pp. 1-14 at p. 5 (artir > artur), noting that it seems to
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introduction, and his depiction in lines 21-22 echo the portrait painted
earlier in the poem of a valorous martial hero. This, on its own, is enough to
raise suspicions that Arthur is the subject of the poem, with lines 17-18 and
20 possibly referring both to this and the preceding praise of the unnamed
subject of the supposedly ‘brief and clear poetic composition’ that is Kadeir
Teyrnon. Such would certainly explain Arthur’s introduction into this piece
and the nature of his appearance.13
Further support for this contention comes from the main description
itself. In lines 13-14 we are told that the subject of the poem brought/lead
(i.e. stole, rustled) ‘pale horses’ from someone named gawr nur, Cawrnur.
There is only one other reference to this Cawrnur, in the Book of Taliesin
poem Marwnat Uthyr Pen. In this the early Arthurian character (and probable
pre-‘Geoffrey of Monmouth’ father of Arthur) Uthyr Pendragon14 seems to
be narrating his own death-song, relating his deeds and character. Within
this ‘death-song’ Uthyr’s Arthurian associations are made very clear as he
declares ‘I am the one whose champion’s feats partook in a ninth share of
Arthur’s valour.’15 Given all this, the fact that Uthyr refers to his role in a
victorious attack on ‘the sons of Cawrnur’ immediately before this
statement must be seen as significant. The implication, as Sims-Williams has
recognized,16 is that an attack on Cawrnur – probably a giant, Welsh cawr –
and his sons was a now-lost early Arthurian story, presumably similar in
some ways to the killing of the giant Wrnach in Culhwch (in which Arthur
and his men destroy the Giant’s lair and take away ‘what treasures they
would’ – in the present case the spoils perhaps being Kadeir Teyrnon’s ‘pale
horses’?). As such lines 13-14 of Kadeir Teyrnon would certainly seem to add
weight to the proposition that Arthur is the subject of this poem.17
If a reasonable case can thus be built for seeing Arthur as the valorous
hero who is ‘from the family/tribe/lineage of Aladur’, that is, potentially,
the pagan British divinity Mars Alator, it remains to be wondered what the
exact significance of this description is. Primarily, of course, it may well
simply be a comparison intended to praise and extol the valour of the
subject of the piece. However, recent work on Arthur’s nature might
The alternative is that the triadic introduction of Arthur (‘The third profound
song of the sage…’) may place him in the context of the succeeding lines, in which
Taliesin refers to traditional knowledge and asks a number of triadic questions, for
example, ‘who [are] the three regents, tri chynweissat, who guarded the country?’
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suggest something more than this. In particular, current studies of the
‘historical’ evidence for Arthur and the nature of Arthur himself make a
conclusion that Arthur was primarily the folkloric and mythical martial and
protective hero that we find in Historia Brittonum §73, Pa gur yv y porthaur? and
Culhwch ac Olwen, both extremely plausible and attractive. In particular, Padel
has followed Van Hamel and others in directly comparing Arthur’s nature
and supposed historicity to that of the Gaelic Fionn mac Cumhaill, in both
cases seeing them as non-historical figures falsely historicized by medieval
authors.18
Padel himself would see such a folkloric and fictional warrior as the
‘original’ of Arthur, despite the fact that his close analogue Fionn is now
generally agreed to have been formerly a pagan deity. Whilst Arthur might
have fulfilled essentially the same role as Fionn in Brittonic folklore, proper
caution dictates that there is no actual need for him to have emerged in
exactly the same manner to fill this position. 19 Nonetheless, there is no
necessary a priori reason why Arthur might not have been such a figure of
genuine mythology. The often cited objection, that a lack of RomanoBritish inscriptions mentioning Arthur means he cannot be truly mythical,
carries little weight, given the lack of inscriptional evidence for many of the
presumed deities in the ‘Four Branches’ and the fact that Mars Alator, for
example, is only known through the chance-find of a single inscription in
the eighteenth century and would not be otherwise recorded (a second
inscription is only acknowledged as referring to him through comparison
with the earlier one, and would not readily allow his existence to be
recognized on its own).20 Similarly the notion that the etymology of Arthur
O.J. Padel, ‘The Nature of Arthur’ in Cambrian Medieval Celtic Studies 27 (Summer,
1994), pp. 1-31; N.J. Higham, King Arthur, Myth-Making and History (London, 2002);
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this position in her third edition of Trioedd Ynys Prydein: The Welsh Triads (Cardiff,
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and in ‘The Historicity and Historicization of Arthur’, a review article archived at
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stands in the way of such a situation is far less certain than has often been
assumed.21
In fact, in the earliest material (such as Preideu Annwfyn, Historia Brittonum
§73 and Pa gur)22 Arthur is regularly associated with the Otherworld,
mythical events and former pagan gods. Similarly, Bartrum has noted a
widespread superstition against the use of Arthur’s name in Wales through
to the sixteenth century – like that of the Irish against the use of Cú
Chulainn – which, if Padel’s interpretation of the four ‘Arthurs’ who appear
in later sixth and early seventh century western Wales and Scotland is
correct (which it almost certainly is), was in existence in the sixth century
and common all across Britain, implying a widespread and highly interesting
concept of Arthur in this period. 23 Without going into too much detail here,
it is at least worth considering whether or not there is any reason to think
that Arthur may have originally been – like Fionn – some sort of deity, of a
martial and protective character. The matter is certainly not capable of
proof, but the possibility has to be considered. 24 In light of Olmsted’s
specifically.
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research, if Arthur was such a figure, then he would likely be a
manifestation of Vellaunos-Esus and thus equated with the Roman Mars. In
the context of all of this, the potential claim that Arthur (as the subject of
the first part of Kadeir Teyrnon) was ‘from the family/tribe/lineage of (Mars)
Alator’ might be seen as having particular significance beyond the merely
laudatory.
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